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PROGRAM 
OVERVIEW
• Engine Repair 
• Automatic transmission/transaxle
• Manual drive train and axles
• Suspension and steering
• Brakes
• Electrical/electronic systems
• Heating and air conditioning
• Engine performance
• Light vehicle diesel engines

Certified NATEF curriculum
ASE Master Training Program
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WITH MORE THAN 240 MILLION VEHICLES ON THE 
ROAD, NEARLY ALL WILL REQUIRE MAINTENANCE 
AND REPAIR.
In the United States, vehicles remain our main mode of transportation. Most of us rely 
on our car every day to get to work, school, and back home again. We depend on the 
skills of an automotive technician to service and repair our vehicles to make sure they 
are kept in good working order. 

Automotive technicians work on mechanical and electrical systems in a variety of 
settings. While some work at a dealership, others work for roadside repair services, 
rental car companies, or parts supply houses. Auto techs routinely test parts and 
systems using computerized diagnostic equipment to spot mechanical issues. 

The vehicles rolling off the assembly line today have multiple computers on board, 
from brakes to suspension, transmission to engine performance, it takes an advanced 
set of skills to keep everything running efficiently. 

Hybrid technology and electric cars have altered the way we look at vehicles. The auto 
industry should continue to change as consumers demand more from their cars and 
technologies are created offering greater personalized driving experiences. The shi� 
from mechanical to technical know-how creates opportunities for technicians with the 

latest training and desire to keep up with 
industry changes.


